The relation between
acute persisting spinal paralysis
and poliomyelitis vaccine (oral):
results of a WHO enquiry*
The present report presents the findings in 8 countries at the end of the first 5 years ofan
international investigation into the possible relationship between acute persisting spinal
paralysis and the use of oral poliomyelitis vaccine.
The most striking finding was the high association with type 3 virus in the recipient cases
and with type 2 virus in the " contacts " and " possible contacts ". Most of the cases in the
recipient groups occurred in children under 5 years of age in all countries, but in the
" contact " groups in the countries in which vaccination is offered through the year, many of
the cases occurred in the non-immune parents of recently vaccinated infants.
There were marked differences among countries, and it was not possible to pinpoint a
single factor as the sole cause. However, the quality of the vaccine clearly played an
important role. For some time, and certainly at the beginning of this enquiry, some of the
countries were using vaccine from the same source without continuous external control and
were using seed viruses at high passage levels. The situation changed during the enquiry and
the incidence of paralytic cases decreased. The enquiry will be continued and particular
efforts will be made to establish the cause of the associated paralysis. The findings of the
enquiry confirm that oral Sabin poliomyelitis vaccines are among the safest vaccines in use
today.

The use of poliomyelitis vaccine (oral) on the scale
necessary to break the chain of transmission of the
wild viruses has contributed markedly to the decrease
in the incidence of paralytic poliomyelitis. This is
especially true in the developed countries in which
the drain of this disease on health manpower
resources has been fully recognized and priority
given to reducing its incidence and ultimately to
eliminating the disease.
Since the vaccine came into general use there have
been sporadic reports of cases of paralytic poliomyelitis that occurred either in a vaccinee or a
contact within a short time of giving the vaccine.
Such cases are very rare, but have become more
apparent as the incidence of the natural disease has
been reduced to insignificant levels. It is easy to
obtain data on a temporal association between
vaccination and paralysis but, from the sporadic
data available, it is difficult to confirm any causal
* A list of those taking part in the study and participating
in the consultations is given on page 329. Requests for reprints
should be addressed to Dr F. A. Assaad, Virus Diseases,
World Health Organization, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland.
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relationship. Furthermore, the reports of the incidence of such cases have differed from country to
country without any clear indication of the reasons
for the difference. Thus little reliability can be placed
on the conclusions reached by single countries
working independently.
In 1969 a World Health Organization consultation
on poliomyelitis recommended that the Organization
should coordinate an international investigation of
the possible relationship between acute persisting
spinal paralysis and the use of poliomyelitis vaccine
(oral). This report presents the findings of the first
five years and comments on their significance.
COLLECTION OF INFORMATION

After consultation with clinicians, epidemiologists,
laboratory workers, and health administrators a
comprehensive uniform scheme for the collection of
relevant information was developed. Selected countries were asked to participate by investigating all
cases of acute spinal paralysis in which paralysis
persisted for more than six weeks or which were fatal
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within a 6-week period. Information was requested
also on the types and quantity of vaccines used in the
country as well as the time of year when they were
administered.
Initially 11 countries took part in the study;
however, when it was reported from one country
that oral poliomyelitis vaccine was given only after
three doses of killed vaccine, this country was
withdrawn and, for several pertinent reasons, another two countries with small populations were also
withdrawn. The data from eight countries, therefore,
remained in the analyses.
There were marked differences in the schedules,
types of vaccine, and virus doses used in the different
countries (information on this is available from
WHO on request). Most of the vaccine, however,
was given as primary immunization to children
between 6 weeks and 1 year of age and the interval
between doses varied between 4 and 14 weeks. Some
countries used monovalent whereas others used
trivalent vaccine and the dosage varied between 105-3
and 106 virus particles for type 1, 1050- and 105-5 virus
particles for type 2, and 105.2 and 105-5 virus particles for type 3. The number of paralytic cases
occurring in the individual countries was too small
to decide whether the different schedules had an
effect upon the incidence of cases, but there appeared
to be a marked difference between those countries
using vaccine each year in short-term campaigns
(usually in winter) and those countries in which
vaccination was offered throughout the year. Accordingly, the data from the short-term campaign
countries were analysed separately from the data for
the " throughout-the-year " countries.
CLASSIFICATION OF CASES

The cases were classified as follows:
I. " Recipient "-a case in which the illness began
within 7-30 days after the patient received the
vaccine.
II. " Contact "-a case in which the patient was
known to have been in contact with a vaccinee, and
became ill within 7-60 days after the vaccinee had
taken the vaccine.
III. " Possible contact "-a case in which there was
no known direct contact with a vaccinee but the
paralysis occurred in an area in which a mass
vaccination campaign had been in progress between
7 and 60 days before the onset of the disease.

IV. " No known contact "-a case in which paralysis occurred in a patient with no known contact
with a vaccinated person in an area where intensive
vaccination had not been in progress, or in
countries in which routine vaccination was given
throughout the year.
The data under these four headings from the
4 countries with annual short-term campaigns were
combined and compared with those from the 4 countries in which vaccine was given throughout the year.
Further subdivision was possible on the basis of
laboratory confirmation of the clinical diagnosis. In
some cases both virus isolations and antibody titres
were determined, but for others either virus isolation
or antibody determinations (but not both) were
available. In the remainder, the diagnosis was made
on clinical grounds alone. It has to be emphasized
that the isolation of virus or an increase in antibody
level in a person recently vaccinated does not
necessarily mean that the particular case was caused
by the vaccine virus. The evidence of causal relationship depends on data from groups of cases.
Although the comprehensiveness of the clinical,
epidemiological, and laboratory investigations of
each case differed between countries, there was no
evidence that there was either over-reporting or
under-reporting from any country.
FINDINGS

Reported cases
Altogether 360 cases of persistent paralysis were
reported from the 8 countries during the 5-year
period 1970-74 inclusive, 230 from the 4 shortcampaign countries (total population 171.7 millions)
and 130 from the countries with vaccination throughout the year (total population 287 millions).

A. Countries with short campaigns
In the short-campaign countries (No. 4, 5, 7,
and 8) the number of cases in each category was as
follows:
I. Recipient cases. Forty-eight cases (21 %) occurred in persons who had received the vaccine
(Table 1); 27 of these occurred in country No. 8 and
12 in country No. 7.
II. -Contact cases. Thirty-four cases (15 %) occurred in persons in contact with vaccinees (Table 2)
and again, most of these (29) were reported from
countries No. 7 and 8 (18 and 11, respectively).
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Fig. 1. Number of cases reported by country No. 8, by date of onset." In the diagram, the figures 1, 2, and 3 indicate
the poliovirus type; M = more than one poliovirus type; C = diagnosis made solely on clinical grounds
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The number of cases reported from country No. 8 are shown because the data for this country were the most complete. The cases reported
in 1974 have been excluded because of the change in vaccine and schedule: in 1974, the first dose of MOPV 1 was replaced by TOPV and
the interval between the first and second doses was two months.

III. Possible contact cases. Eighty-three cases
(36%) occurred in areas in which mass vaccination
campaigns had been in progress within 60 days
before the onset of the illness (Table 2) and almost
all of these (80) were reported from countries 7 and 8
(52 and 28, respectively).
IV. No known contact cases. The remaining 65
cases (28 %) occurred in subjects in whom there was
no known contact and where the time between the
vaccination campaign and onset of illness was
greater than 60 days (Table 3). Fifty-three of these
cases occurred in country No. 7 and 31 of the 65
cases from these 4 countries were diagnosed on
clinical grounds alone.
The temporal association for all the cases in one
country (No. 8) in which the dates of onset were
recorded accurately is shown in Fig. 1.
B. Countries in which vaccine was provided throughout
the year
The remaining 130 cases of persistent paralysis
were reported from the 4 countries (No. 3, 9, 10, and
11) in which vaccine was given at any time of the
year, though it was usual to avoid the summer
months. The distribution between the categories was
as follows:

I. Recipient cases. Only 13 (10%) of the cases
occurred in subjects receiving the vaccine in these
countries (Table 1) and 11 of the cases were reported
by country No. 10, which has almost 3 times the
population of the other 3 countries combined and
which distributed 7 times the number of doses of
vaccine.
II. Contact cases. Twenty-seven of the cases
(21 %) were in contacts of vaccinees and, again, most

of them (17) were reported from country No. 10
(Table 2).
IV. No known contact cases. Ninety cases (69 %)
were in patients with no known contact with vaccine
and most of these (65) were also reported from
country No. 10 (Table 3).
C. Laboratory findings
Virus isolations and serology in countries with short
campaigns. In the countries in which short-term
campaigns were used the frequency of virus recovery
and/or serological responses in the 4 classes was as
follows:

(I) From 9 recipient cases a single virus type was
recovered (1 type 2 and 8 type 3); from a further 11
cases both the virus isolated and the antibody
response was to the same virus type (1 type 1,
6 type 2, and 4 type 3), and in 5 cases there was an
antibody response alone to a single type (1 type 1,
1 type 2, and 3 type 3). From 10 cases, more than one
virus type was implicated either by virus isolations
or in conjunction with serology, and in a further
2 cases there was an antibody response in the
absence of virus isolation to more than one type of
virus. In the remaining 11 cases the diagnosis was
made on clinical grounds alone.
When the virological and serological data were
combined it was found that there was a clear
difference in the infections caused by the different
types; type 1 on 10 occasions, type 2 on 19
occasions, and type 3 on 24 occasions. The evidence
that two or more types of virus occurred in 12 cases
simultaneously suggests that the replicating virus
was associated with the feeding of trivalent vaccine.
In the cases in which only one type of virus was
implicated the contrast between the virus types was
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Table 1. Recipient cases by age and country
Countries with campaigns throughout the year

Short-campaign countries
Age group (years)

No. 4

No. 5

No. 7

No. 8

No. 3

No. 9

No. 10

No. 11

<1

0

5

5

19

1

0

5

0

1-4

3

1

7

7

0

0

3

0

5-9

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

6

12

27

2

0

11

0

10-14
15-24

>25

Total

Table 2. Contact and possible contact cases by country
Short-campaign countries a
No. 5

No. 4

Age group (years)

Countries with campaigns throughout the year a
No. 8

No. 7

No. 3C

No. 9C

No. 1OC

No. 11C

12

1

0

2

0

15

0

0

2

3

C

P

C

P

C

P

C

P

2

1

0

1

11

25

4

1-4

1

0

2

1

7

21

6

<1
5-9

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

10-14

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

15-24

0

0

0

0

0

0
1

0

0

0

0

4

0

> 25

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

4

1

8

1

1

Unknown
3

Total
a

2

1

C = contact cases; P

=

2

18

52

11

28

17

1

5

4

possible contact cases. There was no - possible contact - group for countries No. 3, 9, 10, and 1 1.

Table 3. Cases with no known contact: distribution by age and country
Countries with campaigns throughout the year

Short campaign countries
Age group (years)-

No. 5

No. 7

No. 8

No. 3

No. 9

No. 10

No. 11

<1

0

1

22

1

1

0

19

0

1-4

0

2

26

6

3

3

19

2

5-9

0

0

1

1

4

0

3

0

3

10-14
15-24

>25
Total

No.4

1

0

2

1

11

0

1

0
0
0

3

2

1

10

2

53

8

13

5

65

7

0
0
1

0

2

0

1

0

1

3
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even more marked; only 2 cases were associated with
type 1, compared with 8 with type 2 and 15 with
type 3. In 33 cases paralysis occurred after the first
dose, in 10 after the second dose and in 5 after the
third dose.

(II) From 7 contact cases a single virus type was
isolated (4 type 2 and 3 type 3) and from a further 20
cases the antibody response was to the single virus
isolated (2 type 1, 12 type 2, and 6 type 3); no cases
were confirmed by serology alone. From 3 cases
more than one virus type was implicated either by
virus isolations or in conjunction with serology. The
remaining 4 cases were diagnosed on clinical grounds
alone.
When all the findings were considered together,
type 1 was implicated on 3 occasions, type 2 on 19
occasions, and type 3 on 11 occasions. Of the cases
in which only one type of virus was implicated,
2 were associated with type 1, 16 with type 2, and
9 with type 3.
Twenty-seven subjects had no history of vaccination, 1 had been given a full course of vaccination
and the remainder had received 1 or 2 doses of vaccine.

(III) In the possible contact cases a single virus
type was recovered from 8 cases (7 type 2 and 1
type 3); from a further 28 cases both the virus
isolated and the antibody response was to the same
virus type (1 type 1, 22 type 2, and 5 type 3), and in
13 cases there was an antibody response alone to a
single type (2 type 1, 7 type 2, and 4 type 3). From
5 cases, more than one virus type was implicated by
virus isolation and antibody response and in a
further case only antibody responses occurred to two
virus types. The remaining 28 cases were included on
clinical grounds alone.
Of the cases in which only one virus type was
involved, 3 were associated with type 1, 36 with
type 2, and 10 with type 3. Thus type 2 predominated
in both classes of contact cases.
In 50 of the subjects there was no history of
vaccination, 9 had received a full course of vaccination, and the remainder had been given at least
1 dose of an oral or killed vaccine.
(IV) In the no known contact group single viruses
were isolated from 7 cases (2 type 1, 1 type 2, and 4
type 3); from a further 20 cases both the virus
isolated and the antibody response was to the same
virus type (6 type 1, 9 type 2, and 5 type 3), and in
only 2 cases there was an antibody response alone to
a single type (1 type 1 and 1 type 3). From 4 cases,
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more than one virus type was implicated by virus
isolation and antibody response and in a further case
only antibody responses occurred to two virus types.
The remaining 31 cases were included on clinical
grounds alone.
When the virological and serological findings were
combined for those cases in which only a single virus
was shown to be involved, 9 were associated with
type 1 and 10 with each of the other two types. Thus
these findings, in which there was a similar implication for each type, are in contrast to those for the
other 3 classes of cases.
Twenty of the patients had no history of vaccination, 15 had received a full course of vaccination,
and the remainder had been given at least 1 dose of
vaccine.
The overall picture, therefore, showed that, taking
all virological and serological data together, for the
recipients 24/53 (45%/) cases were associated with
type 3 virus, 19/53 (36%) with type 2 virus, and 10/53
(19 %) with type 1. Of the contact and possible
contact cases together, however, 61/95 (64%) were
associated with type 2 virus compared with 26/95
(27%) with type 3, and 8/95 (8%) with type 1.
Among the no known contact cases the association
with the different types of viruses was evenly
distributed: 12/39 (31 %) type 1, 13/39 (33 %) type 2,
and 14/39 (36%) type 3.
Virus isolations and serology in countries in which
vaccination was provided throughout the year.
(I) Single viruses alone were isolated from 5 recipient cases (1 type 1, 1 type 2, and 3 type 3); in none
of the cases examined was there an antibody
response to the virus isolated, but there were
2 additional cases in which there was an antibody
response in the absence of virus isolation (1 type 1
and 1 type 3). There were 6 cases from which more
than one virus type was isolated and no case was
confirmed by serology alone. No case was included
only on clinical findings. When the virological and
serological data were combined, 2 cases were associated with type 1, 1 with type 2, and 4 with type 3.
There was no history of previous vaccination in 11
of the cases and only 1 subject had received 3 doses of
trivalent vaccine; the remaining case was temporally
associated with the second dose of vaccine.

(II) From 12 of the contact cases a single virus
was isolated (3 type 1, 7 type 2, and 2 type 3); from a
further 6 cases there was an antibody response to the
same type as the virus isolated (2 type 2 and 4
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type 3), and from 3 cases there was an antibody
response alone to a single virus type (all type 2).
From 3 cases more than one virus type was
implicated by virus isolations and antibody responses and in a further case the antibody response
alone was to more than one virus type. Only 2 cases
were included on clinical grounds alone.
When the virological and serological data were
combined it was shown that type 2 predominated; it
was implicated on 16 occasions compared with
5 occasions for type 1 and 8 occasions for type 3. In
the cases in which only one type of virus was
implicated a similar picture is presented; only 3 cases
were associated with type 1, 6 with type 3, but there
were 12 with type 2.
Twenty-five of the cases had no history of
vaccination but the other 2 had been given 1 and
2 doses of oral vaccine, respectively.

(III) By definition, there were no possible contact
cases in these countries.
(IV) Single viruses were isolated from 35 no
known contact cases (24 type 1, 6 type 2, and 5
type 3); from a further 25 cases there was an
antibody response to the same type as the virus
isolated (20 type 1, 3 type 2, and 2 type 3), and in
9 cases there was an antibody response to a single
type in the absence of virus isolation (6 type 1, 2
type 2, and 1 type 3). From 4 cases more than one
virus type was implicated by virology and/or serology. The remaining 17 cases were included on
clinical grounds alone.
Thus in this group, where a single virus type was
implicated, type 1 infection was associated on 50
occasions, type 2 on 11 occasions, and type 3 on 10
occasions.
In 68 cases there was no history of vaccination but
16 had received one or more doses of trivalent oral
vaccine; 3 had a doubtful history of vaccination and
the remaining 3 had received killed vaccine.
In the overall picture, therefore, these countries
showed a difference from the short-campaign countries in the distribution of the type of virus isolated.
No virus type was predominant among the recipients,
but type 2 was implicated on half the occasions
(16/29; 55%) among the contacts. In the no known
contacts group, type 1 virus was implicated on 54/78
occasions (69 %), mainly because of two outbreaks in
country 10 in communities where the vaccine coverage was poor. In this group of countries, type 2 virus
was associated on only 14 occasions and type 3 on 10
occasions.

Antigenic marker of the isolated viruses. The
antigenic marker of the viruses isolated from the
paralytic cases was investigated by the intratypic
serodifferentiation (IS) test in countries No. 4, 5, and
8 (short-campaign) and in No. 10 and 11 (throughout the year vaccination).
None of the poliovirus type 1 isolates were
investigated in the countries using short-period
vaccination campaigns; 37 type 1 strains were
investigated from the countries giving vaccine
throughout the year, and 33 of these were isolated in
country No. 10. In all, 31 type 1 strains (27 from
country No. 10) were isolated from no known
contact cases and 18 of these were isolated from two
outbreaks (in 1970 there were 12 isolates and in 1972
there were 6 isolates) in an area that had a low
vaccination coverage; 17 of the 18 strains were
considered " wild " and 1 was dubious.
Of the 50 type 2 strains investigated, only 7 were
shown to have characteristics different from those of
the vaccine virus, whereas 34 were reported as being
vaccine-like " and the remaining 9 were of an
"intermediate" character.
Of the 40 type 3 strains investigated, 5 were considered to be "wild ", 30 were reported as being
" vaccine-like ", and 5 were of an " intermediate
character.
Simultaneously with this enquiry, a collaborative
study was organized to investigate by several marker
tests the characteristics of poliovirus strains isolated
from recipient and contact cases. The results of such
studies obtained by six collaborating laboratories
will be published in a separate report.

Age distribution of cases in the two groups of
countries
An analysis was made of the incidence of cases by
age for those countries with short-period campaigns
(which have had intensive annual campaigns since
mass immunization was introduced) and the data
were compared with those from the countries
offering vaccination throughout the year (where
programmes are usually less intensive and coverage
less complete).
Countries with short-period campaigns. The distribution by age of the 230 paralytic cases occurring in
these 4 countries is shown in Table 4. Most of the
cases (214) were in children under 5 years of age.
Among the recipient cases (Table 1) only I of 48 was
in a person over 4 years of age and this case was
diagnosed on clinical grounds only. When the
contact and possible contact cases were combined
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Table 4. All paralytic cases by age and country
Countries with

Short-campaign countries
Age

group

campaigns

throughout the

(years)

year

4

5

7

8

Total

3

9

10

11

Total

<1

3

7

63

36

109

3

0

26

0

29

1-4

4

6

61

34

105

3

3

24

5

35

5-9

0

0

5

1

6

5

0

4

0

9

10-14

0

0

2

2

4

0

3

3

7

15-24

0

0

2

0

2

1

17

0

20

>25

1

0

2

1

4

1
2
6

2

18

3

29

Unknown
Total

1
8

13

135

74

(Table 2) again only a very small proportion (8/117;
7 %) occurred in persons over 4 years of age and
two-thirds of these cases (6/8) were diagnosed on
clinical grounds only. In the group in which there
were no known contacts (Table 3) nearly all the
cases occurred in the children under 5 years of age
(58/65; 89%) and of the 7 cases occurring in older
persons 3 were diagnosed on clinical grounds only.
Countries with vaccination throughout the year. The
distribution by age of the paralytic cases occurring in
the countries offering vaccination throughout the
year was in marked contrast to that in the shortperiod campaign countries (Table 4). Half the cases
(65/129) a occurred in subjects over 4 years of age
and most of these (49/65; 75 %) occurred in subjects
over 14 years of age. In this group of countries, too,
there was a clear difference between the age distribution of the cases in the different vaccine categories.
In the recipient cases (Table 1) 9/13 (69%) were in
children under 5 years of age whereas 18/27 (67 %) of
contact cases were in subjects 15 years or older
(Table 2) and 14 were 25 years old or more. Of the
subjects for whom there were no known contacts, 47
were under 5 years and 43 were over 4 years
(Table 3).
Age distribution of cases by individual countries.
Although there was a marked difference in the age
incidence of the paralytic cases in those countries
with short campaigns compared with those countries
offering vaccination throughout the year, and ala As the age of one subject was unknown this case has
been omitted from the analysis of age incidence in this group
of countries.

230

20

6

93

1
11

130

though a higher proportion of the cases occurred in
the short-campaign countries, a closer examination
of the data from the individual countries indicated
that other factors had to be taken into consideration
before these differences could be interpreted.
When the age incidence of paralytic cases occurring in individual countries in recipient subjects
(Table 1) as well as in the contact and possible
contact subjects (Table 2) were examined, it was
clear that the experiences in countries No. 7 and 8
were in marked contrast to those in the remaining
six countries.
By far the greatest number of the paralytic cases in
children under 5 years of age who had received the
vaccine were from these two countries (38/56; 68 %).
When the contact and possible contact cases were
considered together (Table 2) the difference was even
more striking; in all countries, 117 cases occurred in
children under 5 years of age and 101 of these (86 %)
occurred in countries No. 7 and 8.
Furthermore, the no known contact cases in six
countries (Table 3) were more evenly distributed
throughout the age groups, except for countries
No. 7 and 8 in which the greater proportion (55/61;
90%) occurred in children under 5 years.
Assessment of risk
Incidence in relation to doses distributed. In order
to assess the rate of reactions to vaccine the number
of cases that occurred in the "recipient ", " contact ", and "possible contact" groups that were
clearly temporally associated with vaccination, was
compared with the number of doses of vaccine
distributed. As paralysis appeared to occur after any
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Table 5. No. of cases related to doses of vaccine distributed or population
Country No.

Doses
distributed
(in millions)

Group

Group
Recipient

Contact and

possible contact a

Population
(in millions)

No known contact
13 c (0.265) e

3

9.6 b

2 C (0.208) d

5 C (0.521) d

49.0

4

7.7

3 (0.390)

4 (0.520)

10.4

5

19.1

6 (0.314)

4 (0.209)

107.3

3 (0.028)

7

8.7

1 2 (1.379)

70 (8.046)

33.0

53 (1.606)

8

11.8
1.9
126.2
6.2

27 (2.288)

39 (3.305)

21.0

8 (0.381)

0 (0.00)
1 1 (0.087)

(0.526)
1 7 (0.135)

5.2

5 (0.962)

210.3

65 (0.309)

0 (0.00)

4 (0.645)

22.5

7 (0.311)

9
10
11

1

1

(0.096)

There was no " possible contact " group for countries No. 3, 9, 10, and 11.
country No. 3 only, this figure represents the number of doses actually administered.
of cases in the group (see Tables 3, 4, and 5).
d No. of cases per million doses distributed (or per million doses administered for country No. 3).
e No. of cases per million population.
a

b For
c No.

of the three doses, the figure taken for comparison
was the total number of doses distributed irrespective
of whether the vaccine was monovalent, bivalent, or
trivalent. Furthermore, as there was not a marked
difference in the incidence of paralysis between the
contact and possible contact groups, the data for the
two groups were combined.
The incidence of paralysis in the 8 countries was
calculated for the three groups of cases and the
findings are shown in Table 5. Here again the
differences in the experiences of countries No. 7
and 8 compared with the remaining countries were
striking. For the recipient cases, the increase in
incidence of paralysis for countries No. 7 and 8 was
3.5 and 6 times higher, respectively, than the highest
incidence in any of the other 6 countries, whereas for
the contact and possible contact cases the respective
increases in incidence were 12 and 5 times greater for
countries No. 7 and 8.
When comparisons were made of the incidence of
paralysis in the countries for the no known contact
groups, the differences followed a different pattern
(Table 5). Although the incidence per million of
population was the highest (1.606) for country
No. 7, this was little different from country No. 9
(0.962) but quite different from country No. 8
(0.381) and country No. 5 had the lowest incidence.
Clearly this pattern was different from that in the
recipient and contact groups and may be more
indicative of the immune status of the populations;

countries No. 4 and 5 with good short-term campaign community programmes had the lowest incidence, whereas in countries No. 3, 9, 10 and 11 with
all-the-year-round programmes and in which the
coverage was not so good the incidence varied
between 0.265 and 0.962.
It has already been stated that the incidence of
paralysis in recipient and contact cases in countries No. 7 and 8 was much greater than that in the
remaining 6 countries. These differences cannot be
explained by the different usage of vaccine because
4 of the group of 6 countries had all-the-year-round
vaccination and the remaining 2 had short-period
campaigns. In order to illustrate these differences the
data from the 6 countries were compared with those
for countries No. 7 and 8 individually (Table 6). In
the recipient groups of the 6 countries, to whom 171
million doses of vaccine were distributed, the incidence of paralysis was 0.129 cases per million doses,
whereas for country No. 7 it was 1.379 and for
country No. 8 it was 2.288 per million-a 10.6- and
17.7-fold increase, respectively.
Incidence in relation to populations. In all countries, irrespective of their immunization campaigns,
the number of cases occurring in the " no known
contact" groups, which were probably caused by
wild viruses, were compared with the total population of the countries in order to obtain the incidence
of paralysis.
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Table 6. No. of cases related to doses of vaccine
distributed in countries 7 and 8 compared with the
other 6 countries
Group
Country No.

No. of doses
distributed
(in millions)

Recipient

170.7 b

22 (0.129) c

3, 4,5,
9, 10, 11

Contact and
Possible
contact a

34 (0.199) c

7

8.7

12 (1.379)

70 (8.046)

8

11.8

27 (2.288)

39 (3.305)

a There was no 'possible contact - group for countries No. 3,
9,10, and 11.
b For country No. 3 only, the data used were for the number
of doses actually administered.
c Number of cases per million doses distributed (or administered)
n parentheses.

If the differences in the incidence of cases in
countries No. 7 and 8 compared with the other
countries were due to different susceptibilities of the
populations to poliomyelitis viruses, it would be
expected that the incidence of the paralysis in the no
known contact groups would be higher in countries
No. 7 and 8 than in the other countries (see Table 5).
This is not the case and although the incidence in the
no known contact groups is the highest for country

No. 7 (1.606) it is little different from that in one
other country (0.962 in country No. 9) and it should
be noted that country No. 8 (0.381) is similar to
several other countries. Furthermore, the differences
cannot be attributed to the way in which the vaccine
was used; two of the countries with a low incidence
of paralysis used similar immunization schedules to
the two countries having the highest incidence of
paralysis.
Analysis of data for children at risk. A more
accurate assessment of the risk of paralysis temporally associated with the vaccine is obtained by
considering only the children at risk. As in all
8 countries most of the children completed their
primary course of vaccination some time during the
first two years of life, it was possible to analyse the
data for this proportion of the population for the
6 countries reporting cases in their recipient groups.
For each country the number of children at risk was
obtained from the number of children under 1 year
of age that were followed up for the first two years of
life, and the percentage known to accept vaccine.
From these data and the number of paralytic cases,
together with the number of doses of vaccine
distributed, the risk per million susceptible children
as well as the rate of paralysis per million doses of
vaccine distributed were calculated (see Table 7).
These data again emphasize the different experiences
in countries No. 7 and 8 compared with countries

Table 7. No. of paralytic cases occurring in children at risk in 6 countries between 1970 and 1973
Country No.

4
5
7

No. of children N
No. of
at risk a
s
reCipients .
(thousands)

No. of children

Average

o year
(thousands)

acceptance

587

97

7943
2172

73

5775

3

0.519

90

1955

8

4.092

<

rate (%)

casen

571

2

b

Risk/million

3.503

Risk/million doses
of vaccine
distributed c
1.226

(MOPV3 only)
0.314

2.931

(MOPV3 only)
8

1583

96

1519

16

10.533

2.667

(TOPV only)
3

3037

78

2369

1

0.422

0.208

10

13758

84

11557

5

0.433

0.087

a

Cumulative totals for the 4 years.

b These numbers are not identical to those shown in Table 5 because these data are calculated using as denominator

only those children born in 1970-73 and as numerator the number of vaccine-associated cases in those children in
the first two years of life.
c These rates are not identical to those shown in Table 5 because they are calculated including only the type
of vaccine (Monovalent vaccine type 3-MOPV3, or trivalent vaccine-TOPV) associated with paralysis in the recipients.
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No. 3 and 10, there being an increase in the rate of
paralysis in recipients per million doses of vaccine
distributed of between 13- and 34-fold. Here again,
country No. 5 with short-term vaccination campaigns had a similar low incidence to countries No. 3
and 10.
CONCLUSIONS

This enquiry into persistent paralysis that occurred
in recipient, contact, and no known contact cases
in poliomyelitis immunization programmes has
brought into focus some noteworthy observations.
The most striking finding was the high association
with type 3 virus in the recipient cases and with
type 2 virus in the contacts and possible contacts.
Considering only those recipient cases in which a
single virus was implicated in the countries with
short-term campaigns, 15 of the 25 cases (60 %) were
associated with type 3 and, in the countries with
vaccination throughout the year, although there
were fewer cases, 4 of the 7 (57%) were associated
with this type. In the continuation of this enquiry
particular attention should be given to investigating
why this should occur.
For the contact and possible contact cases in
which a single virus was implicated in the short
campaign countries, 52 of the 76 cases (68 %) were
associated with type 2 virus (16 of 27 contacts and 36
of 49 possible contacts) and for the countries giving
vaccine throughout the year, 12 of the 21 contact
cases (570%) were associated with this type. These
findings have brought to our attention the genetic
instability of type 2 virus.
Most of the cases in the recipient groups in all
countries occurred in children under 5 years of age
but in the contact groups in the throughout-the-year
vaccination countries there was a marked difference
in the age-grouping of the cases (Table 2). In the
short-campaign countries intensive efforts were made
over a short period to ensure a good coverage of the
susceptible children and, as vaccination has been in
progress for 15 years and as the adult populations
are also well immunized, the only cases that could
occur were in children under 5 years of age. In
contrast, in the countries offering vaccine throughout the year with no intensive campaigns, the
coverage, especially in the older age groups, was not
so good and here many of the cases occurred in the
non-immune parents of recently vaccinated infants
excreting virus.
During the period of the enquiry there was a
decrease in the number of cases reported by the

countries using short campaigns, especially in countries No. 7 and 8. When the figures are considered
for each year in each country, the numbers are too
small to place any reliance upon significance but
most of the cases in these countries were reported in
the first half of the period of observation. On the
other hand, in the countries giving vaccine throughout the year similar numbers of cases were reported
in each year. During the five years of the enquiry
there have been four meetings to discuss the interim
data and it is tempting to conclude that, as a result
of such discussions, changes were made that contributed towards the decrease in the number of
recipient and contact cases reported by some countries.
Many factors may contribute to the differences in
the incidence of paralysis in the various countries; it
is not possible to pinpoint one factor as the sole
cause.

Although it may be easier to recognize an
associated case in the short period following an
intensive immunization campaign than when vaccination is given throughout the year, there is no
evidence that cases of persistent paralysis are being
overlooked, leading to under-reporting by those
countries using vaccine throughout the year. Furthermore, although in these countries cases may be
recognized later in the disease than in those countries
in which the vigilance is intensive for the 60 days
following a campaign, and even though such a delay
in reporting may decrease the opportunity of confirming the diagnosis by laboratory findings, this
factor cannot account for the large differences
between the two groups of countries. Indeed, the
findings in countries No. 4 and 5 are very similar to
those in countries No. 3, 9, 10, and 11 and quite
different from those in countries No. 7 and 8.
The absence, by definition, of a possible contact
group from the countries giving vaccine throughout
the year has caused concern because some cases
included in the no known contact group may indeed
have been possible contacts. The numbers are too
small to draw definite conclusions, but the incidence
of the no known contact cases throughout the year,
cases which occur in all age groups, is in such
marked contrast to the incidence of recipient and
contact cases that the only reasonable explanation is
that they were caused by wild viruses. If there are
any no known contact cases included in this group
that were in fact associated with the vaccine strains
circulating in the community they must be few in
number.
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The immunization schedules used in the countries,
and in particular whether monovalent or trivalent
vaccine was used, have been examined closely in an
attempt to correlate such usage with the findings
from the various countries. If such factors are
playing a part then it has not been possible to
identify them from the data available. Such factors
will continue to be borne in mind, however, in the
further investigations.
In attempting to arrive at a figure for the risk of
paralysis in the use of poliomyelitis vaccine (oral),
the figures for distribution of vaccine to the communities have been used because for the majority of
countries these are the only data available. We are
aware of the weaknesses in the conclusions derived
from such data but, when risks were calculated from
the data for only those children at risk, the data
again emphasized the different experiences in countries No. 7 and 8 compared with countries No. 5, 3,
and 10. Such differences must be explained and in
the further analyses of the data collected during the
next fiveyears special attention should be given to this.
One factor that must play a significant role in the
incidence of paralysis occurring after vaccination or
contact with a vaccinee is the quality of the vaccine.
It is known that in countries No. 3, 5, 9, 10, and 11
only vaccine tested both by the producer and an
external control authority was used and that the seed
viruses were at a low passage level. For some time,
and certainly at the beginning of this enquiry,
countries No. 4, 7, and 8 were using vaccine from the
same source without continuous external control
and were using seed viruses at high passage levels.
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Since the beginning of the enquiry this situation has
changed in some respects and the incidence of
paralysis has decreased. Nevertheless, further observations are required before a definite statement can
be made on this point. This is one of the major
reasons for continuing the enquiry for a further
period during which particular attention will be paid
to details that may give a clearer idea of the cause of
the associated paralysis. The further data will be the
subject of a later report.
The findings of this report confirm the earlier
suggestion that poliomyelitis vaccines (oral) made
from the Sabin attenuated strains are among the
safest vaccines in use today, but the differences
between the experience of different countries suggests strongly that the very greatest care is necessary
in the continuation of intensive surveillance of
vaccination and in the preparation and testing of the
seed viruses as well as of the vaccines produced from
them. All vaccines should comply in all details with
the WHO Requirements a or similarly stringent
national requirements. Any change in production
methods, or in seeds or substrates, should be
regarded as giving rise to new vaccines that must be
introduced into populations gradually until it has
been shown that the change in production has not
altered the safety of the vaccine. By far the most
important factor is consistency of production and in
order to establish this, control in the laboratory and
in the field of a number of batches of vaccine is
essential.
a
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RtSUMt
ENQUETE DE L OMS SUR LA RELATION ENTRE LA PARALYSIE ME'DULLAIRE AIGUE PERSISTANTE
ET L 'APPLICATION DU VACCIN ANTIPOLIOMYELITIQUE (BUCCAL)

Le present rapport fournit les resultats observes dans
8 pays a la fin des 5 premieres annees d'une enquete
internationale sur les relations possibles entre la paralysis medullaire aigue persistante et l'utilisation de vaccin

antipoliomyelitique (buccal).
Les schemas de vaccination, les types de vaccin et les
doses de virus etaient tres differents selon les pays.
Neanmoins ceux-ci ont pu etre divises en deux groupes:
ceux oiu la vaccination est pratiquee tout au long de
l'annee, et ceux oui le vaccin n'est utilise chaque annee
qu'au cours de campagnes de courte duree.
Au total 360 cas de paralysie aigue persistante ont e
rapportes dans les 8 pays au cours de la periode de
5 ans 1970-74. Sur ce nombre, 250 s'etaient produits
dans les pays pratiquant les campagnes de courte dur6e
(population totale 171,7 millions) et 130 dans les pays
oui la vaccination est faite tout au long de l'annee (population totale 287 millions).
Dans les pays de la premiere categorie, 48 cas (21 %)
sont survenus chez les sujets vaccines, 117 (51 %) chez
des personnes en contact avec les vaccines ou se trouvant
dans des secteurs ouj des campagnes de vaccination de
masse avaient eu lieu dans les 60 jours precedant le debut
de la maladie, et les 65 cas restants (28%) interessaient
des sujets qui n'avaient eu aucun contact. Dans les pays
oui la vaccination se pratique tout au long de 1'annee,
13 cas (10%) interessaient des vaccines, 27 (21 %) des
contacts et 90 (69 %) des sujets o sans contact connu >.

La constatation la plus saisissante est l'existence d'une
association marquee avec le virus de type 3 chez les
vaccines et celui de type 2 chez les #contacts)> et les
#contacts possibles #. Dans les groupes de vaccines, la
plupart des cas se sont produits chez des enfants de
moins de 5 ans dans tous les pays; alors que, parmi les
groupes de <'contacts > dans les pays oii la vaccination
est faite tout au long de l'annee, de nombreux cas sont
survenus chez les parents non immuns de nourrissons
r6cemment vaccines.
Afin d'evaluer le taux de reactions au vaccin, les
nombres de cas survenus respectivement dans les groupes
de #vaccines '>, de <contacts > et de ((contacts possibles >
ont ete compares au nombre de doses de vaccin distribuees. II est apparu que l'incidence des paralysies etait
bien plus elevee dans 2 pays que dans les 6 autres.
Si l'on considere seulement les enfants ag6s de 2 ans
au plus, les donnees font clairement apparaitre, la encore,
la difference entre les deux pays mentionnes ci-dessus et
les autres. Cette difference ne peut etre expliquee par
des diffdrences dans le mode d'utilisation des vaccins,
du fait que 4 des 6 pays a faible risque de paralysie
pratiquaient la vaccination tout au long de l'annee, alors
que dans les deux derniers il y avait des campagnes de
courte duree.
I1 n'a pas et6 possible d'identifier un unique facteur
comme seule cause des differences entre pays, mais la
qualite du vaccin doit jouer un r6le important. On sait
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dans certains pays, seuls peuvent etre utilises des
vaccins qui ont Wte eprouves par le fabricant et par une
autorite de contr6le independante de lui, et, dans ces
pays, les virus de semence ont subi un faible nombre
de passages. Pendant quelque temps, et indubitablement
au debut de cette enquete, un certain nombre de pays
utilisaient un vaccin de meme origine mais sans qu'il soit
pratiqu6 un controle externe continu et les virus de
semence utilis6s avaient subi un nombre eleve de passages. Depuis le debut de l'enquete, la situation a change
a certains egards et l'incidence des cas paralytiques a
diminu6. Neanmoins il convient de poursuivre les observations avant de pouvoir formuler une conclusion nette.
que
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L'enquete sera reconduite pendant une nouvelle periode,
de laquelle on accordera une attention particuliere a des details qui peuvent donner une idee plus
claire de la cause de cette paralysie associee.
Toutefois, des a present, les resultats de l'enquete
confirment que les vaccins antipoliomyelitiques (buccaux) de Sabin sont les plus suirs parmi les vaccins en
usage actuellement; n6anmoins, il faut apporter les soins
les plus minutieux a la surveillance intensive et continue
de la vaccination ainsi qu'a la preparation et au contr6le
des virus de semence, comme des vaccins produits a
partir d'eux.
au cours

